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Abstract- Petroleum fuels have its disadvantages. Use of 

Alternative fuels is need of future.  But alternative fuels also 

have some drawbacks. To reduce the drawback of petroleum 

fuels need to do some improvements like use of hydrogen 

gasoline blend to run IC engine, which don’t have much 

drawbacks. Use of additive fuel in IC engine will reduce the 

emission also increase the efficiency of IC engine. By 

electrolysis of water we get Brown’s gas (HHO gas), which 

can be used as additive fuel for IC engine. HHO blended fuel 

is introduced to combustion chamber of IC engine. While 

burning of charge HHO gas reduces the specific fuel 

consumption. By using HHO gas as additive will reduces the 

combustion temperature. Extra oxygen molecule (H-H-O) 

ensures clean burning of fuel which results low emission. This 

is low cost system, which can be used to any petrol engine. 

 

Keywords- HHO gas generator, IC engine, mission control 

in IC engine. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

We know the sources of petroleum fuels are very less also 

petroleum fuels have very adverse effect on global 

environments. Pollutants produced by exhaust of IC engine 

causes acid rains, Global warming etc. To reduce this we go 

with alternative fuels like solar energy, wind power, Bio-

fuels etc. But still Alternative fuels have disadvantages 

hence it cannot be used commercially. To overcome this 

additives are used. The researcher that discovered amazing 

new process in the late 1960's, Yull Brown, realized that we 

didn't need to separate the gases from each other, or 

pressurize hydrogen in a storage tank. He discovered one 

could utilize both the hydrogen and the oxygen in a novel. 

Not separating them, but using them immediately as they 

rose up out of the water, "on demand".  The new gas was 

coined Brown's Gas and has been more popularized 

recently as HHO Gas. HHO gas is blended with petrol and 

supplied to intake of IC engine. 

Brown’s gas is a mixture of monoatomic and diatomic 

oxygen and hydrogen. George Wiseman defines Brown’s 

gas as, “The entire mixture of gases evolving from an 

electrolyzer specifically designed to electrolyze water and 

not to separate the resulting gases.” Although there is 

multiple way of producing free hydrogen, those methods 

require converting combustible molecules into hydrogen or 

consuming electric energy. We selected brown’s gas 

electrolyzer  which is also called as HHO generator for 

producing the HHO gas.  

An attempt has been made in this project to use additive 

fuel in four stroke internal combustion engine. Our main 

aim in selecting this work is to use non-conventional fuel 

HHO with conventional fuel. We select an engine of Honda 

Activa 102 cc, 7 BHP at maximum speed of 7000 rpm for 

this project work and working model has been developed to 

support the idea of work. In IC engines the combustion of a 

gasoline fuel produces CO2 and H2O. Some of the fuel is 

not burnt due to the IC engines are not perfectly efficient, 

which results in the presence of HC, CO and NOx. The 

HHO generator uses electrolysis process to split water 

(H2O) into its base molecules, 2-hydrogen and 1-oxygen 

molecule. The HHO gas is not an alternative to petrol but 

an additive to increase the efficiency. This project asses the 

performance characteristics of a four stroke IC engine that 

is run by petroleum fuel blended with HHO fuel, which is 

fed through the in inlet manifold. Reduction in fuel 

consumption and emission is the main work of this project 

work.  

2.BASIC ELECTROLYSIS  

 

Fig 1: Basic Electrolysis 

When electricity flows between two metal conductors that 

are immersed in water, the water molecule is broken down 

into its two basic atoms - Hydrogen and Oxygen; through a 

process called Electrolysis of Water. This electricity is DC 

(direct current) flowing from the negative Cathode to the 

positive Anode (like from a battery). Normally water by 

itself is like an insulator and will not conduct DC 

electricity, so to make this happen we have to add a little 

catalyst, called an "Electrolyte". The electrolyte allows 

current to flow between the -ve side and the +ve side of the 

plates. 
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5% KOH is added into the water which acts as electrolyte 

solution. As the current is released to flow from one plate to 

another, the combined voltage and current begin to separate 

the molecular bond holding the atoms together and the 

Hydrogen and Oxygen atoms separate, and begin floating 

to the surface. The Hydrogen and Oxygen in the water 

separate and become a new blend of gases made up of its 

original atoms Hydrogen, Hydrogen and Oxygen; hence the 

terminology "HHO gas".  

3.HHO GENERATOR  

Plate type HHO generator having plates of  316L  stainless 

steel (which doesn’t corrode under heavy exposure to 

current). The generator is comprised of a plate stack of steel 

plates, separated by gaskets that go around the perimeter of 

each plate, with holes drilled in each plate for the 

electrolyte to flow from one chamber to the next. The stack 

is not immersed in a liquid bath; rather the water is fed to 

inside of stack from an external reservoir. Brute force 

method is used for supply the energy to the generator in 

which the output of battery is directly connected to the 

input of system. 

There are 13 electrodes of 15 × 15 × 0.2 cm thickness. 

Additional 20 × 20 × 2 cm thickness cover plates were 

made of acrylic is provided for visual indication of 

electrolyte level. 

For supply water tank (contains water + 5%KOH) and for 

safety purpose bubbler tank is used. 

  

Fig 2:Plate type Electrolyzer 

4.INSTALLATION AND ASSEMBLY 

The figure 3 shows assembly of HHO generator system 

with carburetor. In this assembly the two tanks viz. water 

tank (containing electrolyzer) and bubbler tank is connected 

as shown in fig. i.e. output of water tank is fed input to 

Bubbler tank. Electrolyzer took input electrolyte solution 

from water tank and electrolyzer is connected with battery 

supply. As soon as the battery supply is ON the reaction 

getting started and HHO gas is generated which is further 

supplied to bubbler tank. HHO gas is then supplied to air 

intake of carburetor, which will further mixed with Petrol 

and then goes to combustion chamber.   

 

Figure 3: CATIA model of HHO generator system 

 

Figure 4: Assembly of HHO (a) 

 

Figure 5: Assembly of HHO (b) 

In above assembly white pipe is connected to input of 

carburetor from which HHO gas is supplied. 

5.EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

5.1 Mileage testing 

For finding mileage of vehicle we took 200 ml of petrol to 

run vehicle on fixed defined path without and with HHO 
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generator. For given fuel the observations are noted as 

follows: 

Table 1: Mileage test 

 

Emission testing 

Only Petrol 

Table 2 Emission test (a) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

CO CO2 HC 

1200 3.3 7.8 445 

1500 3.84 11.7 1393 

2100 4.9 12.1 824 

2400 5.33 12.3 438 

 

Petrol with HHO gas 

Table 3: Emission Test (B) 

Speed 

(rpm) 

CO CO2 HC 

1200 3.3 7.8 445 

1500 3.84 11.7 1393 

2100 4.9 12.1 824 

2400 5.33 12.3 438 

 

6.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

 

Graph 1: Speed Vs Distance 

Above graph shows, speed (km/hr) vs distance travered 

(km) characteristics. When we added HHO gas with petrol, 

the distance travelled by the model vehicle is increased . 

 

Graph 2: Speed Vs Emission 

Above graph shows, speed (rpm) vs CO emission (% 

volume) characteristics.  In case of Petrol as fuel, CO 

emission increases as rpm increases. In case of  HHO 

blended fuel, CO emission reduced. It is due to clean 

burning of charge entering into combustion chamber. 

 

Graph 4: Speed Vs Emission 

Above graph shows, speed (rpm) vs CO2 emission (% 

volume) characteristics.  In case of Petrol as fuel, CO2 

Speed 
Distance covered  

(Without HHO) 

Distance 

covered  

(With HHO) 

30 8.3 km 9.5 km 

40 12.2 km 13.1 km 

50 8.0 km 9.3km 

60 7.3 km 9.1 km 
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emission increases as rpm increases. In case of  HHO 

blended fuel, rate of  CO2 emission decreased. Maximum 

CO2 produced at higher speed when only petrol is ued as 

fuel in IC engine. HHO blended fuel controls CO2 

emission. 

 

Graph 3: Speed Vs Emission 

In the graph speed (rpm) Vs HC emission (ppm volume) 

characteristics are shown. In case of petrol as fuel, HC 

particles emitted are higher. In case of blended fuel, HC 

particle emitted is lesser compare to only petrol. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this project work, after conducting experiment on Honda 

Activa engine we concluded that mileage of vehicle 

increases by 15.68%. 

The emission is reduced as further: 

CO emission is reduced by 27.68%. 

CO2 emission is reduced by 44.58 %. 

HC emission is reduced by 50.66 %. 

Hence we can conclude that HHO system applied vehicle is 

more efficient than conventional vehicle in which only 

petrol is used as fuel. 
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